
Priniples of Digital Communiations EPFL Summer Semester 2004Prof. R�udiger Urbanke April 28, 2004MidtermYou have 1 hour 45 minutes. It is not neessarily expeted that you �nish allproblems. Do not loose too muh time on eah problem but try to ollet as manypoints as possible.Closed-book, no alulators, ell-phones, rypt sheet or stolen glanes toyour neighbors are allowed. Write only what is relevant to the question!Good Luk!!Name: Ex I / 20Ex II / 20Ex III / 20Ex IV / 20Total / 80
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I. Projetion onto a Non-Orthogonal Set [20 points℄Consider the following ternary hypothesis testing problem,where H 2 H = f0; 1; 2g.If H = 0 we transmit s0(t),H = 1 we transmit s1(t),H = 2 we transmit s2(t),
�2�112 1 2 3s0(t)

�2�112 1 2 3s1(t)
�2�112 1 2 3s2(t)

The reeived signal is R(t) = si(t) +N(t);where N(t) denotes a white Gaussian noise proess with double-sided powerspetral density equal to N02 .1. [5 points℄ What is the dimension of S = spanfs0(t); s1(t); s2(t)g? [Hint:It is not neessary to do a Gram-Shmidt deomposition to answer thisquestion!℄
�2�112 1 2 3�0(t)

�2�112 1 2 3�1(t)
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2. [15 points℄ Consider the funtions �0(t), �1(t) and assume the reeiverapplies the following proessing:
H 2 H Tx si(t) N(t) �1(t)

�0(t) Integrator
Integrator Y1

Y0reeiver

The output of the reeiver is the vetor Y = � Y0Y1 �.For eah hypothesis i 2 f0; 1; 2g, write down the orresponding likelihoodfuntion fY jH(yji).
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II. Data Dependent Noise [20 points℄Consider the following binary Gaussian hypothesis testing problem with datadependent noise.Under hypothesis H0 the transmitted signal is s0 = �1 and the reeived signalis Y = s0 + Z0, where Z0 is zero-mean Gaussian with variane one.Under hypothesis H1 on the other hand, the transmitted signal is s1 = 1and the reeived signal is Y = s1 + Z1, where Z1 is zero-mean Gaussian withvariane �2. Assume that the prior is uniform.1. [5 points℄ Starting from �rst priniples write down the optimal deisionrule as a funtion of the parameter �2 and the reeived signal Y .2. [10 points℄ For the value �2 = exp(4) ompute the deision regions.3. [5 points℄ Give as simple expressions as possible for the error probabilitiesPrfej0g and Prfej1g.Hint: It might be handy to reall that the solutions of the quadrati equationax2 + bx +  = 0 are given by x = �b�pb2�4a2a .
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III. Gram-Shmidt and Minimum Energy [20 points℄Consider the following signal onstellation fs0(t); s1(t); s2(t)g where the signalsare used with equal probability.
�3�2�11
23 1 2 3s0(t)

�3�2�11
23 1 2 3s1(t)

�3�2�11
23 1 2 3s2(t)

1. [5 points℄ Using the Gram-Shmidt proedure, determine a basis of thespae spanned by fs0(t); s1(t); s2(t)g.2. [5 points℄ Compute the average energy per symbol of this onstellation.3. [5 points℄ Derive the equivalent minimum energy onstellation by prop-erly shifting the original onstellation. Compute its average energy persymbol.4. [5 points℄ Draw the orresponding minimum energy signals.
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IV. Comparison of Two Constellations [20 points℄Consider the following two m-ary hypothesis testing problems where m is verylarge. In both ases the prior is uniform, the signal onstellations are elementsof R2 and the noise is additive Gaussian with independent omponents ofvariane �2 in eah dimension. Signal onstellation S1 onsists of points ofthe two-dimensional integer grid. The signal onstellation S2 is the so-alled\hexagonal"onstellation (whih you get if you pak oins on a table as denselyas possible.) Note that the two onstellations are saled so that they oupythe same \area" for the same number of points.
d1 h2 d2d2

d1 = 1d2 = p231=4h2 = 31=4p2
1. [5 points℄ Give the exat probability of error for an interior point inonstellation S1.2. [5 points℄ What is the best upper bound on the probability of error foran interior point of S1 whih you an give using the union boundingtehnique?3. [5 points℄ What is the best upper bound on the probability of error foran interior point of S2 whih you an give using the union boundingtehnique?4. [5 points℄ Assume �2 is very small. Whih onstellation would you preferand why? [Hint: Note that for large x > 0, Q(x) behaves essentially likee�x22 .℄
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